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Dr. Daniel Nuzum

Jesus Castillo

Dr. Nuzum: Men’s hormones, our system is driven by
testosterone [crosstalk ]. That’s our whole system is driven
by testosterone. Now, what supports this are either ...
these things either support testosterone or inhibit. So we
have our adrenals and our thyroid. If those are healthy,
they keep funneling back and helping usLori Otto: You guys only have three hormones?
Dr. Nuzum: We got ... see if we get dysfunctional, we go
into the same pattern that we showed with the women’s
hormones. Okay?
Lori Otto: So you guys turn into women.
Dr. Nuzum: We get girly, we get bi- otchy. That’s what
happens. That’s when there’s disfunction. What we
have to do, in our systems, is we got to keep this going.
We either have to enable our adrenals to adapt and
overcome stress so that this is supported. And we have
to maintain our thyroid function, so that keeps support,
because if our thyroid function drops, we have nothing
to inhibit estrogen. Just like women’s bodies are only
supposed to have a very small about of testosterone,
men are hardly supposed to have any estrogen at all.
Very, very, very ,very minute amount. It’s said that women
need about a tenth of the testosterone men need, and
men need about one percent of the estrogen women
need. So it’s less. When we have a thyroid problem,
it tends to allow our system to make more estrogen.
If we have a lot of stress, our cortisol goes up, and
cortisol goes, estrogen follows. High cortisol, high stress
promotes estrogen in men’s’ systems.

Marilyn Castillo

Lori Otto

So, a part from this, for both men and women, we’ve got
plastic by-products, we’ve got different heavy metals
and things like that that are in our environment, that
are estrogen mimicking. We get toxic with these things
and they act like estrogen in our system. So, BPAs from
plastic are very estrogenizing, and estrogen-mimicking
hormones, or compounds not hormones. Mercury is an
estrogen mimicking heavy metal. So is cadmium. Lead
also has some estrogen.
Lori Otto: What’s cadmium?
Dr. Nuzum: Cadmium is another heavy metal.
Lori Otto: Oh.
Dr. Nuzum: Cadmium is ... good sources of cadmium are
... for exposure to cadmium would be production of car
batteries, or microchips, or computer components. And
the most common source is cigarette smoke. Cigarette
smoke has lots of cadmium.
Lori Otto: Like secondary hand?
Dr. Nuzum: Even secondary. Yeah. Cigarette smoke is
very high in cadmium.
So, we have, let’s see here, if the adrenals are healthy
in doing of their adapting they support our body’s
testosterone. Men about, about twenty to twentyfive percent of our total testosterone comes from the
conversion of adrenal hormones into testosterone. Okay?
If our adrenals are fatigued, we lose twenty to twenty-five
percent of our testosterone. Just because they can’t keep
up with production. The conversion doesn’t happen and
we start losing the ability to adapt. Because we lose the

ability to adapt, we get cranky. We get irritable. Things
stress us out more.
We go over here. If our thyroid is not functioning
... if our thyroid is functioning well, remember your
thyroid activates all your cells, so the cells that produce
testosterone are activated by thyroid hormones.
We don’t have enough thyroid hormones it starts to
reduce our production of testosterone. If our thyroid
drops, our thyroid activity drops, our thyroid is our
only natural anti-estrogen. So, if men only need one
percent of the estrogen women need, if our thyroid
metabolism gets messed up, there’s nothing blocking
estrogen in our system.
Lori Otto: Why does estrogen want to come in so bad?
Dr. Nuzum: Primarily, there’s two things. One is, when
the liver is toxic ... okay? When the liver is toxic, it can us
estrogen as a gummy substance to start bonding things
to. Okay? So, it’ll actually take our testosterone and
convert it into estrogen so it can help get rid of things, or
store toxins that it can’t get rid of.
Lori Otto: So the gummy stuff is like, to help it grab and
flush it out of our system?
Dr. Nuzum: Flush it out of our system, or to store it
away someplace. If our body can, and in humans, if
testosterone can be converted to estrogen in the liver by
aromatase enzymes, the estrogen can be used to help
store toxins off in fat cells, because fat cells are the safest
place. Fat cells are storage bins, is what they are. If you
have totes in your garage, okay? The plastic totes? That’s
what fat cells are, and they have the ability to expand.
The more you put stuff in them, the more they expand.
Lori Otto: That’s why, like you said, if women, for
example, or men, that’s why they have so much
trouble losing weight?
Dr. Nuzum: Right, right, exactly.
Lori Otto: And that fat is just protectingDr. Nuzum: There’s a, they call in naturopathic medicine,
in physical exam, when you have someone sit down, they
sit down ... they come in, they sit at the table about ready
to get their exam, and you look at them and they’ve got a
roll right across here.
Lori Otto: Yeah.
Dr. Nuzum: We call that a liver roll.

Lori Otto: Liver roll?
Dr. Nuzum: It’s a liver roll. That’s what they call that.
When they’re sitting there, and it’s a gentlemen who
has a distended abdomen, and women, they’ll have
the breasts, but right below that there’s this little
roll right before their belt or their belt line, we call
that a liver roll. What that is, is there’s two things that
happened, one, fat will accumulate there, and two, as
the liver doesn’t filter well, in our abdomen, our body
will store fluid of dissolved and diluted toxins in our
abdomen. Our abdomen will swell up, because the liver
can’t metabolize.
A lot of people have that little experience when they’re
younger, they’ll experience that as bloating. Okay?
Actually it goes back to faulty digestion, damaging the
liver, liver can’t keep up with filtering all the toxins, so the
body will try to assist the liver by diluting the toxins in
fluid in the abdomen. Then as the liver can deal with it,
the swelling goes down.
Lori Otto: Because the liver can handle it now.
Dr. Nuzum: Yeah, it will deal with what it can, and
then as it starts to catch up, it’s kind of dealt with
what it’s had dealt to it, then it can start filtering
what has accumulated in the abdomen. You’re not
bloated anymore.
Lori Otto: So, basically if you want to look and show your
abs more, you clear your liver out first thing.
Dr. Nuzum: Clean that liver. You got to clean that, clear
the digestive track, and get that liver working. That’s
what ... we call it getting bikini ready.
Lori Otto: We’ve been getting ... beach ready.
Dr. Nuzum: Beach ready, exactly. Exactly.
Just like in women, the adrenals and the thyroid in men
have a check and balance relationship. They have to ...
they keep in each other in check. When the adrenals
get stressed in men, and women, this also happens in
women, they cause the liver to start to slow down in it’s
conversion, or it’s metabolization, of thyroid hormones.
There’s a hormone from the thyroid that we call T3. T3
is the active, metabolically active thyroid hormone. It’s
the thyroid hormone that goes out and activates all our
cells. If the adrenals are super stressed, they’ll convince
the liver to start producing a hormone that looks just like
T3, but it’s called reverse T3. Reverse T3 will fit in all the

receptor sites in our cells that T3 would normally fit into,
only it’s like a dummy key. It fits into the receptor site and
doesn’t turn anything on. So the body thinks it’s okay, the
cells are going, well I’ve got something in there, and I’m
not empty. It doesn’t work. It’s not activating anything,
or turning it on and doing it’s job. Well that then reduces
our metabolic rate and we start putting on weight. Even
if we’re not eating more. Even if we’re still exorcizing.
Marilyn Castillo: A lot of people say, I’m not eating that
much, why am I gaining so much weight?
Dr. Nuzum: Exactly. That’s exactly it.
Marilyn Castillo: Then they start eating less and less, and
then whatever they eat is probably not the healthiest
thing and just little snacks here and there but they’re not
getting the nutrients and they’re still gaining weight. And
I feel like that sometimes.
Dr. Nuzum: Sure, well, pretty much all adults are
gonna battle this, if you’re an adult unless you have a
hypermetabolism, this is something you’re gonna battle.
Marilyn Castillo: Mm-hmm (affirmative).
Dr. Nuzum: At some point, you’ll have to deal with this.
So the adrenals enable us to adapt, testosterone drives
our system, thyroid enables our system to produce
energy so it can actually do the work it needs to do.
Everything is still metabolized in the liver. And I preach
and preach and preach that type two diabetes is a liver
disease, not a pancreas disease. I have tested many,
many, many a type two diabetic that had anywhere
from two to four times the amount of insulin in their
blood than what they should have, okay? For the up
to four times than normal amount of insulin in their
blood. So their pancreas is working fine, okay? If they
didn’t have insulinMarilyn Castillo: Then are they getting extra insulin?
Dr. Nuzum: Well, their pancreas is trying to keep up, it’s
trying to get the job done but what’s happening is the
liver’s not metabolizing the insulin. And since the liver
is plugged up and damaged and probably fatty, it can’t
use enough insulin to get the blood sugar under control.
So we got back to these things, fixing these things here,
while cleaning the liver out, we stimulate the body’s
production of these things, so we support thyroid,
we support adrenals with adaptogens, we support
testosterone with adaptogens while cleaning out the

liver and digestive tract, the liver starts metabolizing
things properly.
Lori Otto: so one you detox the liver, how do you keep
it healthy, not just maintaining it with detoxes every
now and then but what else do you do to keep the liver
healthy once it’s been detoxed?
Dr. Nuzum: My favorite is medicinal mushrooms,
adaptogens and fulvic acid. Fulvics, fulvics, that’s fulvics,
fulvics, fulvics, they help rejuvenate the liver, they help
with enabling to detoxify, they help pull toxins out of
the liver, but then on top of that you want both the
immunologic and adrenal type adaptogen enhancement
that you get from medicinal mushrooms and then you
have things like, [inaudible ], rhodiola, ashwagandha, you
know, adaptogens like that that are roots, there’s the one
from the Amazon, I like [inaudible ], I brew [inaudible ],
there’s a whole bunchLori Otto: And you just find these?
Dr. Nuzum: There’s this really good doctor in Idaho that
uses a ton of them, has a whole line of them, Nuzum, or
something like that?
Lori Otto: Oh, okay, [crosstalk ] and then also, as far as
what kind of diet should we maintain? I know there’s
multiple ones, but to keep the liver healthy?
Dr. Nuzum: To keep a liver healthy, sugar and saturated
fats are hard on the liver. That’s something the liver has to
work extra hard to metabolize, okay? Saturated fats are
things you’re going to get mostly from animal fat. Okay?
So if the liver is not metabolizing well, a lot of animal
protein and animal fat isn’t going to be really helpful.
Some people may need some of that to help keep
their blood sugar level, some people metabolize things
differently, you know? So some people need a little more
protein, the problem is if you eat too much protein, all
the excess protein that you don’t break down in your
digestive tract, it’s converted into sugar, which increases
the amount of sugar your liver has to deal with.
Lori Otto: Which I found out through a vegan body
builder, saying that we don’t actually need that much
protein that people say, he said I think it’s like 24 gramsDr. Nuzum: Right around 30.
Lori Otto: That’s it, like a can of beans or something like
that, even though you wouldn’t eat a can, but-

Dr. Nuzum: Right, right. Some people need a little more,
depending on our genetic backgrounds, Norsemen
didn’t farm. Vikings, they ate fish and ate weeds and
berries if they could find them, but you get down into
the lower souther Europe and into the Mediterranean
and into the Middle East, there’s a lot more farming and
those people from those backgrounds tend to do way
better with way less protein, they don’t need anywhere
need the amount of protein. You take Eskimos, you
put them on a plant based diet and they don’t do well
because for thousands of years they’ve been eating
fish, but if they throw sugar into their diet, they become
diabetics almost overnight. Very quickly, okay, because
the diet that they’re on is so high in saturated fats, when
you throw sugar into the mix, it messes everything up. So
the moment they start drinking sodas, the moment they
start drinking alcohol and still eating their high fat-

crave like a saturation of protein because it’s inability to
break it down and absorb enough of it. And so it craves
massive amounts so it can get that little itty bitty bit
out of this massive amount, so it can only extract small
amounts, if that makes sense.

Lori Otto: Starchy carbs.

Lori Otto: It’s that hard on your liver.

Dr. Nuzum: You get those starchy carbs in there, it starts
messing everything up. If they eat their indigenous
diet, they do fine.
Lori Otto: Which I’ve come to find out, that now I’m in
detox of parasites, I don’t feel the need to eat that much
protein, when before I was like, starving for it.
Dr. Nuzum: There’s another thing, we always say that
parasites are sucking nutrients from you. You know what
parasites need to build their bodies?
Lori Otto: Meat.
Dr. Nuzum: Protein.
Lori Otto: Protein.
Dr. Nuzum: Just like we do, okay? So the more parasites
you have in your body, you’re not going to get the
protein first, they’re in your digestive systemLori Otto: They’re getting it.
Dr. Nuzum: Exactly.
Lori Otto: They’re not getting you hungry
because they want it.
Dr. Nuzum: Exactly, and if you have those things
growing throughout your digestive tract, your body
can’t extract enough protein from most things because
your digestive’s function is impaired, so you crave more
proteins and things like that, even though you can’t
break them down properly. It’s almost like your body will

Lori Otto: Yeah.
Dr. Nuzum: And so as we detoxify the GI tract, we clean
it of parasites and reestablish a good gut flora and
everything. You absorb things so wellLori Otto: That you don’t that much.
Dr. Nuzum: You don’t need that much. And remember,
whenever we overeat, any food that our body doesn’t
digest and assimilate becomes toxic. Okay? So if you sit
and you overeat three times a day, that’s three times a
day that you may as well be binge drinking, okay? As
far as the effectDr. Nuzum: It’s that hard on your liver, okay? So by
eliminating waste from the body and detoxifying the
body, eliminating parasites, reestablishing good gut
flora, we establish good digestion and good assimilation
of nutrients, and we don’t need as much. So the natural
outcome for that, if someone’s overweight, the natural
outcome of that is that they start to become thinner,
particularly in the middle, okay? It’s almost always, if
you’re detoxing you almost always get thinner in the
middle, because that’s where we tend to accumulate
the most. Think of your digestive tract, your small
intestine’s about thirty feet long. Your colon is another
ten feet long, and that’s after, from your mouth to your
stomach, depending on how tall you are, that could be
anywhere from eight inches to foot and a half. We’re
talking about at full length, you could reach fifty feet of
tubing, you know?
Lori Otto: Fifty feet?
Dr. Nuzum: Yeah, fifty feet of digestive tract, okay? And
all of that digestive tract has the ability to expand and if
it’s packed, or we call it ‘impacted’, it expands. Well, if that
expands it first will expand inward and start pushing on
your other organs, okay? Which reduces the circulation to
those organs, therefore they don’t function as well, which
increases the amount of swelling that you’re gonna have,
then they start to swell outward. So first, everything will
try to stay within its space and it swells inward, pushing

on the organs, then it expands and goes outward and
the problem is if that goes on long enough it kind of
becomes like a rubber band that’s been stretched too
far too many times, so it doesn’t snap back the way
it’s supposed to, you know? So it doesn’t snap back
like it should, you know? And it becomes wobbly and
flacid, you know?

operating properly, and it has to be healthy in order to
operate properly.

Lori Otto: Yeah.

So if it’s toxic, infested with parasites, has dysbiosis where
all the ratios of good microbes and bad microbes in your
gut are way off or just the ratios of the microbes period
are off? You know, you don’t have enough of any of these,
you got too many of those, and so on and so forth, the
gut can’t give you that response, so you eat more things-

Dr. Nuzum: We call those love handles.

Lori Otto: You get anxiety instead.

Lori Otto: Or that’s why people who get that surgery in
their stomach, they have to have corrective surgery on
their skin, because everything’s stretched out.

Dr. Nuzum: Exactly, you get anxiety or you get
depression from eating more and more and more. Or
when you do eat, you know, food, people that have more
of the anorexic-type thing, when they do eat, just gives
them more anxiety, you know?

Dr. Nuzum: Right, because everything has expanded
so far and stretched so far but we got back to actually
fixing the problem, instead of resecting the stomach
and making it smaller so you can only fit so much in
there, how about cleaning it all out, resetting it? As you
reset it, reestablish good flora in the gut, and your gut
actually heals, things like eating disorders and anxiety
and depression, those types of things, mild depression,
consistent anxiety, they start to resolve themselves
because your gut itself, as it heals, it starts regulating the
amount of dopamine and serotonin it’s producing.
Lori Otto: So girls or people with eating disorders
or men as wellDr. Nuzum: Sure.
Lori Otto: ... but we’ve seen a lot of women, they
go through years and years of up and downs with
psychologists and all this stuff, and a lot of what
they have to do is clear out their liver and balance
their hormones and right away they’re going to stop
seeing like their body is, like, you know that dis-, what
is that called?
Dr. Nuzum: Disfiguration of the ... You knowLori Otto: Their perception.
Dr. Nuzum: Their perception and everything. What
happens is 85% of your serotonin and dopamine in
your body is produced in your gut, okay? So when you
eat something that’s satisfying to you, your dopamine
goes up, your dopamine production goes up. Once
you are full and satisfied, then you feel happy, ‘cause
your serotonin goes up. That’s if your digestive system’s

So instead of it being what it’s designed to be, as a
satisfaction, it’s dissatisfying. And until ... We have to
cleanse the digestive tract. We’ve got to get toxins out.
We’ve got to get parasites out. We’ve got to scrub the
environment so we can recolonize it with good microbes.
We got to clean the liver out, gotta get the liver actually
operating properly, got to clean it out and feed it so that
it can operate properly.
As that happens, then the body naturally will start to
swing toward balance, an equilibrium. And if we can then
reintroduce good microbes into the gut, recolonize the
gut, the gut starts to healLori Otto: Along with good thoughts.
Dr. Nuzum: Exactly, and good thoughts, exactly, exactly.
But see, if this would happen while they’re going to
the psychologist, it would all work. It would work really
well. And so, instead of years of agony, you may only
have months. Just think about the amount of suffering
they could avoid. It all goes back... It’s interesting, when
you get deep enough into natural medicine, you figure
out that all healing has to start in the gut. Okay? The
circulation has to be improved always. It doesn’t matter
what the condition is, healing has to happen in the gut.
You have to have good quality of blood, but you also
have to have good circulation of blood. Then, you have
to have good hormonal function and good nervous
function. If all these things don’t come about, it doesn’t
matter what you have, you’re not going to heal.
But if these do come about, it doesn’t matter what you
have, you will heal. That sets the stage for the body to

fix itself. And, that’s why in natural medicine we don’t
treat disease. We reset, we reorganize, re- enhance, we
detoxify the body. We don’t treat any specific thing. It
doesn’t really matter what the person has. If they follow
the process, their body fixes itself, and it resolves. It’s just
a body, and that’s how it’s designed. And that’s the real
essence of natural medicine. And that’s why we actually
have such great success in areas where conventional
treatment just can’t offer a whole lot. We might be able to
put fires out periodically and keep you rolling, but you’re
quality is not going to get any better.

that in throughout the recipes. But it is predominantly a
plant-based diet.

Whereas, through following the healing process and
enabling the body to heal itself the way it’s supposed to,
it starts to resolve its own problems and your quality of
life gets better.

Lori Otto: And so I’m challenging myself to do that.

Lori Otto: And the other thing on a daily basis that I’ve
had to learn and I’m still learning, is the whole “What do
I eat?”‘Cause I’ve come to realize I find myself sticking
to, “Okay, I need to eat vegetables,” but then I only eat
a certain amount of vegetables. And then I realize in
order to regrow my gut, I need to have a variety and so
I’ve been pushing myself to learn about new things and
trying it, and if I don’t like it this way, I make it this way.
Dr. Nuzum: We, for years, ran into ... People see these
detox programs. We were helping them. I would create
products, supplements, herbal medicines and things
to help them through the process or to get the colon
to deliver, to flush out, get the kidneys to cleanse
themselves. I built products, but then there was the
diet. So, about a year ago, my wife and I wrote a book,
Detox for Life, and in the back of that book, what we did
is we laid out 50 recipes, full color. You can just follow
the steps. The recipes are all right there. And those are
answers ‘cause people would say, “Okay, I detox, now
what do I eat?”
Lori Otto: What do I eat? What do I do? Yeah.
Dr. Nuzum: So we did that. We have plans for another
book here, pretty soon. We’re going to expand on our
list of recipesLori Otto: In the variety.
Dr. Nuzum: ...put more variety, exactly. Not everything
in there is entirely plant-based, but it’s not a barbecue
recipe [inaudible ] you know. You’re probably not going
to find any hamburger recipes in here, but we do have
some fish, some chicken, some eggs and things like

My philosophy is, if you’re well, the best diet for you to be
on is one that is very varied, very, very broad. You don’t
want to be eating 10 foods. You want to be eating 100
different foods, the widest variety possible. And, try not
to eat the same thing two days in a row.
Lori Otto: And that’s where I’m learning to change up
some food of routine, but I need to vary it up.
Dr. Nuzum: It is.
Dr. Nuzum: And it is a challenge. ‘Cause it’s easy once
you get a routine going.
Lori Otto: But then it doesn’t get boring.
Dr. Nuzum: It doesn’t get boring, exactly, which is
super important. So, if you’re well, the most varied diet
is the best diet.
Lori Otto: Because I don’t want to get the bad
stuff back in there.
Dr. Nuzum: Correct.
Lori Otto: Because I’m trying to recolonize so
that my stomach doesn’t have so many issues. So,
that’s my motivation.
Dr. Nuzum: Right. So, in closing, we’ve talked women’s
hormones. We’ve talked men’s hormones. We’ve talked
digestion detox and all this stuff. Basically, if the gut is
not healthy, nothing else can be healthy. If the liver is
plugged up and toxic and has become fatty, it’s hard for
it to metabolize hormones. And so, even if you were to
add hormones to the system, the liver may not be able
to metabolize them. So, there’s potential for you to throw
gasoline on a fire there, make things worse, almost.
We go back to the body’s ability to adapt is what
breaks down and gives us symptoms of disease. That’s
something to remember. It’s the body’s ability to adapt.
As that breaks down, we experience symptoms. If the
body’s ability to adapt, doesn’t break down, if we can
reestablish it, it adapts. Your body either adapts or it
accommodates. It’ll either adapt to your environment
and overcome what’s in your environment or it starts
accommodating and assimilating your environment.
This is good. This is not...

Lori Otto: You mentioned accommodating just destroys.
Dr. Nuzum: Just destroys. What happens is, your
body can’t adapt and overcome toxins that are in your
environment. That means it’s going to start accumulating
them by accommodating. It’s going to find a place to
put those toxins instead of getting rid of them. And so,
especially when dealing with hormones, we have to
reestablish the body’s ability to adapt. So, I hope that
makes sense if hormones and all that stuff.
Lori Otto: Dan, thank you.

